New Models. New Improvements.

1. Molded Seat
   - “Fine tuned” sit
   - Balances short- & long-term comfort

2. Responsive Back Design
   - Sleeker, refined design
   - Passive adjustment (Designed-in) = enhanced comfort and a more active sit

3. Illira®-Stretch Mesh
   - 4-way stretch for soft, personal fit
   - 5 colors: Black, Fog, Charcoal, Navy, Chai

4. Optional Adjustable Lumbar
   - Simple to install
   - Easy to adjust

5. Quick Connect Arms
   - Easy, quick installation — less than 30 sec.
   - Extended height range

6. 4 Control Options
   - From a simple synchro w/no seat slide to an advanced synchro w/independent back angle, users can choose the perfect option

7. Titanium Frame Option
   - Includes frame, arms and 5-star base

8. Knocked-Down Version
   - Lower price
   - Easy assembly

9. Lower List Price
   - 5-20% lower than current Ignition depending on selections